Select 2 courses at the 200-400 level from these rubrics (only 1 may be a 200-level):
BIOB/BIOE/BIOH/BIOM/BIOO/WILD
______ BIO(B/E/H/M/O) or WILD 200-400  4 ______________________ Accept ______
______ BIO(B/E/H/M/O) or WILD 200-400  4 ______________________ Accept ______

Select 4 elective courses at the 300-400 level from any of these rubrics:
BIOB/BIOE/BIOH/BIOM/BIOO/CHMY/ENSC/EQUS/GEO/HHP/M/PHSX/STAT/WILD, or other course rubrics approved
by a Biology advisor.
______ 300-400 level elective  4 ______________________ Accept ______
______ 300-400 level elective  4 ______________________ Accept ______
______ 300-400 level elective  4 ______________________ Accept ______
______ 300-400 level elective  4 ______________________ Accept ______

TOTAL CREDITS................................................................................................... 24 credits